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Scientific computing workloads at HPC facilities have been shifting from traditional numerical simulations to AI/ML applications
for training and inference while processing and producing everincreasing amounts of scientific data. To address the growing need
for increased storage capacity, lower access latency, and higher
bandwidth, emerging technologies such as non-volatile memory are
integrated into supercomputer I/O subsystems. With these emerging trends, we need a better understanding of the multilayer supercomputer I/O systems and ways to use these subsystems efficiently.
In this work, we study the I/O access patterns and performance
characteristics of two representative supercomputer I/O subsystems.
Through an extensive analysis of year-long I/O logs on each system,
we report new observations in I/O reads and writes, unbalanced
use of storage system layers, and new trends in user behaviors at
the HPC I/O middleware stack.

1

INTRODUCTION

In High-Performance Computing (HPC) platforms, storage subsystems have evolved rapidly in recent years. In particular, the traditional HPC storage has emphasized throughput for bulk-synchronous
writes in order to accommodate numerical modeling and simulation
applications that perform checkpointing to periodically store their
state [29, 31]. With increasing investments in using HPC capabilities for artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) across
numerous domain sciences (e.g., earth science, astrophysics), I/O
workloads in production HPC environments are becoming more
read-intensive with less predictable access patterns. With the increasing performance gap between the processing speed of computing nodes and the I/O throughput of parallel file systems, new
storage system layers, often built with flash or SSD technologies,
are being integrated into the supercomputer I/O hierarchy.
These changes in I/O workloads and storage architectures require
a better understanding of storage subsystem usage in supercomputers. In this study, we characterize the I/O workloads and user
behaviors of two such systems: Summit and its storage subsystem
housed at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF),
and Cori and its storage subsystem housed at the National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Both of these storage subsystems consist of two layers: a parallel file system (PFS)
layer and an in-system storage layer (discussed in §2.1). For both
storage subsystems, the PFS layers provide the required capacity
and throughput for traditional HPC workloads. In contrast, the insystem storage layers provide lower I/O access latencies and higher
I/O throughput for emerging AI/ML workloads. These two systems
are representative of the diversity of production HPC systems since
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I/O Analysis
Efforts
[6], [13], [20]
[10], [19], [22]
[9], [28]
[7]
[11]
Our study

Study Objective
A.A.P. S.A.P. P.A. M.S.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

A.L.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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I/O Logs
S.L. S.D.
✓
✓
✓
✓

A For the two systems we studied, the I/O workloads present
different trends of read and write operations: Summit’s two layers
show opposite dominance on reads and writes, whereas Cori is
dominated by reads, indicating the prevalence of more diverse and
complex application I/O in HPC. We believe this new trend might
be related to the evolution of scientific codes from numerical simulations to AI/ML and the shift from the heavy use of MPI-IO and
POSIX to STDIO. More importantly, this diversity and complexity
demand automatic and dynamic management within I/O middleware libraries or the availability of ad hoc on-demand file systems
studied and tuned for each type of I/O workload.

✓

Table 1: Comparison of existing HPC I/O characterization
efforts and our study. We compare the studies with two criteria, including study objectives — application-level access
patterns (A.A.P.), system-level access patterns (S.A.P.), performance analysis (P.A.), multilayer I/O subsystems (M.S.), and
the I/O logs in use — application-level logs (A.L), system-level
logs (S.L.), and sampling data (S.D.).

B End users behave similarly on the target systems. We found
that small data transfers still dominate HPC I/O workloads at both
the file and process levels, despite optimization techniques such as
data aggregation and adaption being available for quite some time.
This finding suggests ways to seamlessly perform the aggregation
at the middleware level (e.g., within higher-level I/O libraries or
MPI-IO) without imposing it on end users.

they employ different software and hardware technologies at each
layer. A better understanding of the target systems will lead to
more efficient use of existing multilayer storage and help guide the
design of future storage architectures.
Several studies reported in the literature have characterized HPC
I/O workloads. We summarize these studies in Table 1 based on two
criteria: (1) study objective, including application-level I/O access
patterns (A.A.P.), system-level I/O access patterns (S.A.P.), performance analysis (P.A.), and multilayer subsystems (M.S.); and (2)
profiling data, including application-level logs (A.L.), system-level
logs (S.L.), and sampling data (S.D.). A few studies [9, 10, 19, 28]
characterized the behaviors of application I/O, files, and supercomputer I/O subsystems from the logs of I/O profiling tools running on
the file system stack, such as metadata servers and storage targets.
For example, TOKIO [11] is an I/O framework that characterizes
the performance behaviors and variations via periodic sampling
with representative HPC I/O benchmarks. Other studies analyzed
application-side data. For instance, logs from Darshan [2], a lightweight I/O monitoring tool that captures application I/O behavior,
were used to study I/O usage of a single storage layer [6, 7, 13, 20].
In contrast to the previous studies, we analyze two representative multilayer storage subsystems based on two separate year-long
Darshan log collections. Our investigation focuses on understanding HPC I/O workloads and the usage/performance of separate
storage layers and various I/O interfaces (e.g., MPI-IO, POSIX, and
STDIO) in the HPC I/O middleware stack.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to characterize
multilayer supercomputer I/O subsystems in-depth and is the first to
analyze platform-wide STDIO for usage and performance. A previous
study hinted at the increasing use of STDIO in HPC workloads
[13] because many genomics and biology production applications
rely on I/O functions used to store sequencing information in text
format. As a result, a new capability was added to Darshan to
instrument STDIO functions (e.g., fscanf() and fprintf()). Our
study includes an analysis on the STDIO usage in detail using this
new profiling information.
We publish a month’s worth of Darshan logs collected from both
Summit1 and Cori2 to promote interest and research in the HPC
I/O community. We summarize our primary findings below:

C Both target systems utilize parallel file systems much more
frequently than the in-system storage layer. Moreover, for both
systems, the overwhelming majority of the files on parallel file
systems could be staged to use the in-system layers for higher I/O
throughput during application execution. This finding suggests a
great need for more convenient data-staging tools to move data
between the two layers with less involvement from end users.
D Although limited information on STDIO has been collected by
Darshan, we observe that for both systems, the usage of STDIO is
noticeably high on the in-system layers and surprisingly widespread
across diverse science domains. When this observation is considered
in conjunction with the flash and SSD devices used in the in-system
layer and the recent evolution of scientific codes, it suggests the
need for more detailed statistics from I/O monitoring tools, such as
Darshan, to gather information about SSD-oriented access patterns
(e.g., static/dynamic data, rewrites) beyond the traditional uses
of HPC interfaces and parallel file systems. It also suggests that
optimization techniques, such as separating static/dynamic data and
caching rewrites, should be considered by I/O middleware libraries
(e.g. HDF5 [26]) or in-system layer software (e.g. DataWarp [4]).
E With few exceptions, STDIO interfaces consistently deliver
lower performance than do POSIX interfaces across transfer sizes,
suggesting a lack of optimization in STDIO methods. Given our
current relative lack of insight into STDIO usage, we need a deeper
understanding of application needs in this space to identify the
most promising opportunities for optimization. Thus, we suggest
that process-level I/O characterizations for STDIO be added to I/O
monitoring tools such as Darshan.
These findings are relevant to the HPC storage community as
they draw attention to new trends in I/O workloads and HPC I/O
middleware usage, thereby helping identify research gaps and the
need to better characterize evolving user behaviors. We expect our
findings on the new read and write load trends will be interesting
to the system administrators at HPC facilities for the deployment
and operation of storage subsystems. Moreover, our findings on the
increased use of STDIO will be useful for enhancing I/O monitoring
tools and optimizing high-level I/O libraries.

1 Summit
2 Cori

Dataset: https://doi.ccs.ornl.gov/ui/doi/384, DOI: 10.13139/OLCF/1865904
Dataset: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6476501, DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6476501
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background information. Section 3 describes the analyses we conduct.
Related work is reviewed in Section 4. We summarize our findings
and conclusions in Section 5.

2

nodes. Similar to the I/O subsystem of Summit, Cori is connected
to two storage layers: an in-system storage layer, called Cori Burst
Buffer or CBB, and a parallel file system layer, called Cori Scratch.
CBB provides an aggregate of 1.8 PB raw storage capacity and
1.7 TB/s peak I/O bandwidth. Different from the in-system layer
of Summit that consists of node-local NVMe devices (§2.1.1), CBB
is a system-local deployment with the flash devices attached to
the Cray XC service nodes (also called burst buffer nodes) within
Cori. Built on the Cray DataWarp software [4], CBB provides each
Cori job an exclusively accessed file system namespace and storage
system services during the job lifetime. Beyond the storage system
services, CBB is also configured to integrate with Cori’s batch job
scheduler to further improve the usability of this layer. Through
this integration, end users can define directives in their job description files to dictate the configurations (e.g., data striping, storage
capacity) and I/O operations (e.g., staging operations, access mode)
of their allocations on CBB. In addition to operating I/O within
CBB, these directives can be used to arrange the staging operations
between the two storage layers of Cori, enabling end users to stage
directories and files in/out CBB before a job starts and/or after a
job exits without user involvement. Clearly, compared with the
in-system layer of Summit SCNL, CBB offers richer file system services and better usability to users. We compare the user behaviors
in these two in-system deployments in §3.2.
The parallel file system layer, Cori Scratch, is a Lustre file system
with 30 PB of usable disk space and 700 GB/s peak I/O bandwidth.
Similar to the GPFS deployment of Summit, in Cori Scratch, each
compute node is configured as a Lustre client that invokes the local
Lustre kernel modules to access two file system services: object
storage client and metadata client. On the system side, the Lustre file
system is exposed as a single POSIX namespace with five metadata
servers (MDSes) and 248 object storage servers (OSSes). Each MDS
is responsible for a distinct portion of the global namespace, and
each OSS manages one object storage target (OST). Each compute
node is configured to connect to a single MDS and 248 OSSes/OSTs.
Unlike the GPFS data striping policy, Lustre allows users to
customize the data distribution of their files. In particular, a file is
partitioned into a sequence of equal-size data blocks, and each data
block is distributed across a sequence of OSTs in a round-robin
fashion. The block size, the length of the OST sequence, and the
OST start index are the three configurable parameters in Lustre,
called stripe size, stripe count, and starting OST, respectively. On
Cori, the default stripe count is 1, and the stripe size is 1 MB.

BACKGROUND

This work studies the behaviors of representative multilayer supercomputer I/O subsystems. In this section we present background
information about the two target I/O subsystems of Summit (§2.1.1)
and Cori (§2.1.2) and about the basics of the datasets collected by a
user-level I/O characterization tool, Darshan (§2.2).

2.1

Supercomputer I/O Subsystems

2.1.1 Summit I/O Subsystem at OLCF. Figure 1a presents the
Summit supercomputer and its two-layer I/O subsystem. As one
of the fastest supercomputer in the world [27], Summit is a 148.8petaFLOPS IBM-built supercomputer housed at OLCF. It consists
of 4,608 AC922 compute nodes, each node equipped with two IBM
POWER9 CPUs and 6 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. The I/O subsystem
of Summit [17] is composed of two distinct layers: an in-system
layer and a center-wide parallel file system layer. In this work the
in-system layer refers to a collection of organized storage devices
deployed within a supercomputer. In general, the devices in an
in-system layer can be node local, rack local, or system local.
Residing within the supercomputer, the in-system storage layer
of Summit, named SCNL, is built on distributed compute node-local
NVMe devices and provides an aggregate of 7.4 PB raw capacity,
with 26.7 TB/s and 9.7 TB/s as the peak read and write bandwidths,
respectively. The other storage layer of Summit, named Alpine,
is a center-wide parallel file system, built on IBM Spectrum Scale
and utilizing the GPFS parallel file system software technology.
Alpine provides roughly 250 PB of usable storage capacity and 2.5
TB/s peak I/O bandwidth.
Like SCNL in Summit, in-system storage deployments have recently emerged in supercomputing facilities, offering a cost-effective
solution to meet the increasing performance demands in HPC I/O
across science domains. In particular, equipped with software solutions such as Spectral [18] and UnifyFS [15], these in-system storage
deployments provide individual supercomputer jobs an exclusively
accessed filesystem namespace during the job lifetime.
Compared with SCNL, Alpine, the parallel file system layer of
Summit, is a single POSIX namespace and deployed as a GPFS
file system, where each Summit node runs a GPFS client software
stack and provides I/O services for both metadata and data. At the
file system side, Alpine comprises 154 GPFS Network Shared Disk
(NSD) servers managing file data in parallel. To achieve parallel
I/O for a file, GPFS first partitions the file data into a sequence of
equal-size data blocks (GPFS block) and then distributes the block
sequence across an NSD sequence in a round-robin way. The NSD
sequence starts from a randomly chosen NSD server and may span
over the entire server pool by following the system-configured NSD
order. In Alpine, the GPFS block size is configured as 16 MB.

2.2

I/O Characterization with Darshan

As a lightweight monitoring tool used in HPC, Darshan is designed
to characterize the I/O behaviors of scientific codes at the application level. Loaded automatically as a default module on many of the
U.S. DOE’s large-scale supercomputers, Darshan instruments supercomputer jobs using up to hundreds of thousands of CPUs/GPUs
to monitor, collect, and summarize the statistics of I/O workloads.
Darshan is generally agnostic to the application programming language and programming model. In addition, researchers proposed
Darshan eXtended Tracing (DXT) as an extension to provide highresolution traces for in-depth analysis of HPC I/O workloads [33].

2.1.2 Cori I/O Subsystem at NERSC. Figure 1b depicts Cori and
its two storage layers. Cori is a 30-petaFLOPs Cray XC40 supercomputer housed at NERSC. It is composed of 2,388 Intel Xeon Haswell
processor nodes and 9,688 Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing compute
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Figure 1: I/O subsystem architecture for Summit and Cori. Both systems consist of two storage layers: an in-system layer and a
parallel file system (PFS) layer, where the in-system layers are compute-node local (Summit) and system-local (Cori) and the
PFS layers are IBM Spectrum Scale – GPFS (Summit) and Lustre (Cori) deployments (§2.1).
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Figure 2: Interactions between the application executable,
the Darshan runtime, and the self-describing log.
For the target two systems, DXT is disabled by default. Furthermore, if enabled, it only collects POSIX and MPI-IO operations, not
tracing STDIO calls. Thus, in this study, we build our analysis on
the logs generated by the original Darshan module automatically
loaded by default (discussed in §3.1).
Figure 2 illustrates the Darshan runtime architecture, where the
Darshan core library interacts with an application executable about
the I/O data of the instrumentation modules (e.g., MPI-IO, POSIX).
In the meantime, the library generates, registers, and stores the
I/O data records for each module and writes the compressed data
to a Darshan log when the execution completes. In Figure 2 we
also show the structure of such logs. Darshan log files utilize a selfdescribing file format that records the statistics of I/O operations
starting from when a job calls MPI_Init and stopping when the job
calls MPI_Finalize. A single production job may produce multiple
Darshan logs if multiple application instances are executed within
the job. Moreover, each Darshan log includes execution metadata,
the I/O interfaces instrumented (e.g., MPI-IO, POSIX, STDIO), and
the file system in use (e.g., Lustre). In particular, at the job level
Darshan records the job ID, user ID, the number of CPU/GPU cores
in use, and the start and end times of the log. For an I/O interface,
Darshan also records the I/O operations and the I/O metadata of
each module. By merging Darshan records with scheduler logs, the
project ID of the jobs can also be attained.

In Darshan, the records of an instrumentation module are organized into a set of counters each tracking a type of I/O operation
of the module. In this paper we focus our analysis on the Darshan
counters for three I/O interfaces: MPI-IO, POSIX, and STDIO. For
each interface, the total read and write bytes for a file is given
by Interface_BYTES_READ/WRITTEN, and the total time spent in
read and write is provided in Interface_READ/WRITE_TIME counters. The total data transfer size for a file in a particular interface is calculated by adding the total read and write byte counters.
The read performance of a file (bytes/second) can be computed by
dividing Interface_BYTES_READ by Interface_READ_TIME. The
write performance can be calculated in a similar manner using
Interface_BYTES_WRITTEN and Interface_WRITE_TIME counters.
Darshan also reports the statistics of read/write requests. To
show the request size per I/O system call, Darshan uses a histogram
of access sizes for MPI-IO and POSIX. This shows the number of
read/write requests in a size range. The values are provided in the
Interface_SIZE_READ/WRITE_SizeRange Darshan counters. The
size ranges are as follows: 0 – 100 bytes, 100 bytes – 1 KB, 1 KB –
10 KB, 10 KB – 100 KB, 100 KB – 1 MB, 1 MB – 4 MB, 4 MB – 10 MB,
10 MB – 100 MB, 100 MB – 1 GB, and greater than 1 GB. These
request size counters are unavailable for the STDIO interface.
The instrumentation of STDIO functions (e.g., fscanf() and
fprintf()) is a relatively new capability in Darshan, developed
in response to the findings on previous platform studies [13] that
confirmed the noticeably increasing use of STDIO across supercomputer platforms. In this work we drive the first effort to analyze
platform-wide STDIO instrumentation in depth. Anecdotal case
studies have investigated the use of STDIO routines to process
text data in biology applications [23]. In this work, we observe
STDIO usage becoming more common across applications, science
domains, and supercomputer platforms as new scientific domains
and diverse data sources embrace the use of HPC. We return to this
topic with a detailed discussion in Section 3.3.
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I/O WORKLOADS ON MULTILAYER
SUPERCOMPUTER I/O SUBSYSTEMS

of a target system, we analyze the Darshan counters (§2.2) on data
transfer size per file and data request size per process.
In particular, the data transfer size of a file means the aggregate
data size for read or write on a file in the lifetime of a Darshan log.
When Darshan observes that a file is accessed by MPI-IO or POSIX,
we analyze the data transfer size of POSIX since the information
collected at the POSIX level reflects the actual I/O interactions
between applications and the underlying file systems. The reason is
that when end users choose MPI-IO to manage data transfer, MPI-IO
will initiate POSIX system calls to access the files managed by the
POSIX-compliant file systems such as the two PFSes discussed in
this work. Moreover, when Darshan observes that a file is managed
by STDIO, we analyze the corresponding data transfer on STDIO. In
summary, we collect ≃ 202.18 PB (read) and ≃ 8, 280.74 PB (write)
of file data transfer on Summit and ≃ 172.31 PB (read) and ≃ 24.3
PB (write) of file data transfer on Cori, respectively.
In addition to file data transfer, we analyze the read/write requests generated by individual processes, where each process performs on a different accelerator (e.g., CPU, GPU). In particular, for
a job executable running on one or more coordinated processes,
we analyze the read/write requests generated per process using the
Darshan counters for the bins of request sizes (discussed in §2.2).
Similar to the analysis of file data transfer, we focus on the I/O
request information collected from POSIX and STDIO.

This section analyzes the user behaviors characterized from the I/O
subsystems of Summit and Cori, representing multilayer supercomputer I/O subsystems in production use. As outlined in §2.1, both
systems are connected to two separate storage system layers: the
in-system storage layer, SCNL at Summit and CBB at Cori, and the
parallel file system layer. In the following discussions, we use the
acronyms SCNL and CBB to refer to the two in-system layers of
Summit and Cori, respectively, and use the term PFS to refer to the
parallel file system layer of the two target systems.
Our analysis is built on the I/O characterization data collected
by Darshan (§2.2). Specifically, we focus on understanding the user
behaviors on separate storage system layers (§3.2) and in using
separate I/O interfaces (e.g., POSIX-IO, MPI-IO, STDIO) in the HPC
I/O middleware stack (§3.3). We also discuss the I/O performance of
the target systems across storage system layers and I/O interfaces
(§3.4). Although our observations are limited to the two target systems, we expect that our conclusions and suggestions are generally
valid and applicable to the deployments and operations of other supercomputer I/O subsystems. Furthermore, we expect that they are
valuable for I/O monitoring tools (e.g., Darshan) and I/O middleware
libraries (e.g., HDF5), considering the runtime I/O characterizations
and performance optimizations, respectively.

3.1

3.2

Darshan Data on Summit and Cori

As a lightweight I/O characterization tool, Darshan is enabled by
default on both Summit and Cori . When a job starts, the Darshan
runtime is loaded automatically as a default module unless endusers unload it explicitly. Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the
Darshan data covered in this study. We analyze the Darshan logs
generated in the year 2020 on Summit and the year 2019 on Cori.
During these years the default Darshan module on Summit was
v3.1.7 and on Cori were v3.0 and v3.1.
Year Version Logs
Summit 2020
Cori

2019

3.1.7
3.0/3.1

Jobs

7.7M 281.6K

3.2.1 I/O access patterns. We first look into the number of files
and the total file data transfer size on the separate storage system
layers. We report the results in Table 3.
To summarize, on both platforms the total number of file accesses
to PFSes is 3.63× (Summit) and 28.87× (Cori) as is observed on SCNL
and CBB. Similarly, for total file data transfer size, we observed
44.63× (read) and 3077.34× (write) of the volume in the PFS when
compared with SCNL for Summit. For Cori, the total transfer size
on the PFS is 28.86× (read) and 6.01× (write) of the CBB. These
numbers suggest that for both of the target systems, a large group
of end users choose PFSes over the in-system layers, although the
latter layers provide much better performance. To better understand
users’ motives behind this choice, we conducted a separate analysis
on the usage of storage layers and the science domains in §3.2.2.
Besides confirming the high popularity of the PFSes, we notice
that on Summit and Cori the I/O loads present different trends.
For Summit , SCNL and PFS are dominated by read and write,
respectively, whereas the entire I/O subsystem of Cori is dominated
by read loads. In particular, for the two I/O layers on Cori, reads
are 3.16× (CBB) and 6.58× (PFS) of the write loads. Relative to
the new trends of utilizing supercomputer capabilities for AI/ML
and edge computing and the rapidly growing use of the other I/O
interfaces (e.g., STDIO) across science domains (discussed in §3.3),

Files Node/hs
416M

16.4M

4.3M 749.5K 1,294M

45.5M

User Behaviors on Storage System Layers

This subsection discusses the application-level I/O characteristics
on separate storage system layers, including the analyses of I/O
access patterns (§3.2.1) and the usage of separate I/O layers (§3.2.2).
Our goal is to build an in-depth understanding of the user behaviors
across I/O layers and seek opportunities to improve the end-to-end
I/O performance for users while at the same time maximizing I/O
system utilization in HPC facilities.

Table 2: Summary of Darshan data on both systems. M and K
represent the units for million and thousand, respectively.
To summarize, this study covers ≃7.74 million Darshan logs from
≃ 281.6K jobs on Summit and ≃4.36 million logs from ≃ 749.5K jobs
on Cori, representing 16.4 million and 45.5 million node-hours
on Summit and Cori , respectively. On a target system, each job
generates 1–34, 341 (Summit) and 1–9, 999 (Cori) Darshan logs. Over
the period of this study, ≃ 1, 294.85 million and ≃ 416.91 million
unique files were collected from Summit and Cori, respectively. In
this study we consider a file as a unique file if it can be uniquely
identified by the combination of its path and name in a single
Darshan log. We do not correlate files across Darshan logs and jobs.
Unlike previous studies that centered on the analysis of singlelayer parallel file systems [1, 25, 30, 32, 33], we analyze user behaviors and performance on multilayer storage systems. For each layer
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Figure 4: Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the
number of requests in a given Darshan bin size for reads (left)
and writes (right) in Summit and Cori’s in-system layer and
the parallel file system.

Figure 3: Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the
number of files in a transfer-size bin for read (left) and write
(right) in Summit and Cori’s in-system layer and PFS. We
define data transfer size in §3.1.
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Files (Mil.)

read (PB)

write (PB)

279.39
1,015.46

4.43
197.75

2.69
8278.05

13.96
402.95

13.71
171.64

4.34
26.10

read files

write files

Summit

SCNL
PFS

0
7232

0
78

Cori

CBB
PFS

513
74

950
10,045

Table 4: Number of read/write files in different layers of the
I/O stack of Summit and Cori where we observed total data
transfer size > 1 TB.

Table 3: Number of files and the total data transfer size on
the storage layers of Summit and Cori. For file read/write
using MPI-IO or POSIX, we collect the data transfer size in
POSIX. For file read/write using STDIO, we collect the data
transfer size in STDIO (discussed in §3.1).

this observation indicates that, with the evolution of scientific codes
from simple numerical simulations to AI/ML training and inference,
the HPC I/O workloads are becoming more diverse and complex.
The deeper HPC I/O hierarchy and the emergence of software/hardware technologies (§2.1.1 and §2.1.2) are making it more challenging
for end users to efficiently use the various I/O resources on their
own. Instead, HPC I/O middleware libraries, such as HDF5 [26],
PnetCDF [8], and ADIOS [12], are designed to manage I/O operations on behalf of users across layers of I/O stack. Unfortunately, so
far, all of the I/O libraries provide only simple heuristics as the defaults and allow users to customize the multilayer configurations on
their own. Nevertheless, promisingly, these I/O libraries can collect
the specific I/O access patterns at application runtime [24, 25] and
accordingly do make it possible to address the diverse and complex
HPC I/O patterns automatically and dynamically.
Next, we take a closer look at the characteristics of the I/O workloads on the two target systems. Figures 3 and 4 present the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of data transfer size per file
and data request size per process (defined in §3.1). In particular, we
observe that for Summit 97% of file reads and 99% of file writes are
below 1 GB on PFS, whereas for SCNL 99% of both file reads and
writes are below 1 GB. Moreover, for the analysis of I/O request
size per process, on the PFS of Summit, both 0–100 and 1K–10K
request-size ranges represent about 45% of read calls. For SCNL
of Summit, the 10K–100K request-size range represents an even
higher number of read and write calls covering 83% and 60%, respectively. Similarly, on Cori, 99.04% of file reads and 97.77% of file
writes in CBB have a total transfer size of < 1 GB. Considering
the PFS, 99.05% of file reads and 90.91% of file writes have a total
transfer size of < 1 GB.
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We also highlight large jobs (i.e., number of processes >1,024)
in Figure 5. We observe the same trend in request sizes to the PFS
in both systems, indicating that the initially reported results are
not due to a lot of small jobs but rather a system-level trend also
visible on large-scale runs. We also notice more large requests to
the in-system storage layer. Furthermore, in Summit most of the
total transfers are >1 GB for writes and >100 GB for reads, whereas
in Cori the majority represents a total transfer size of over 1 TB.
In summary, we confirm that on the separate storage system
layers of both Summit and Cori, the HPC I/O workloads are still
dominated by small data transfers on both file and process levels
and for both read and write. Compared with small read and write
operations, large-size I/O can obtain better performance. Moreover,
data aggregation at the application level (e.g., collective I/O in MPIIO and I/O adaptation in ADIOS) can accumulate small read/write
requests and communicate with storage systems with larger requests. Thus, data aggregation in I/O middleware libraries is an
effective option to attain good performance.
Although small data transfers dominate, large files indeed occur.
As summarized by Table 4, on Cori, 91.35% of > 1 TB files were
written to PFS, whereas 87.39% of those large accessed files were
instead read from CBB; in contrast, on Summit all files greater
than 1 TB were only on PFS. Again, the data confirms the users’
preference for PFSes.
Recommendation 1 . For the two systems we studied, the overall
I/O workloads present diverse trends on read and write accesses:
the Summit’s two layers show opposite dominance on read and
write, whereas Cori is dominated by read. Relative to the new
trends in scientific applications and HPC I/O middleware stack,
this data indicates the more diverse and complex application I/O.
This diversity and complexity highlights the need for automatic and
dynamic management in I/O middleware libraries or the availability
of ad-hoc on-demand FS best suited and tuned for each workload.
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such techniques but instead read/write directly to the PFSes. We
also find that the users of these files are distributed across a wide
range of science domains with no noticeable patterns. In this paper,
we report this issue as an open question we observed, hoping that
this will spark further study on improving the usability of data
staging between the storage layers in HPC platforms.
We also look into the users of the in-system layers on Summit and
Cori. Figure 7a shows the usage of Summit’s SCNL storage layer
by various domains. Darshan data recorded over 3K jobs that have
used the SCNL storage layer and are distributed across 9 science
domains. In particular, the computer science and physics domains
combined cover 60% of the jobs running on the SCNL layer. We
also observe that biology and materials science have used the SCNL
layer exclusively for read-only operations. In contrast, chemistry
jobs have used node-local storage for write-only I/O operations.
For Cori, Figure 7b summarizes the CBB usage by domain, in
log scale. One can observe its widespread usage across 12 domains
and not constrained only to computer science as one might expect.
Physics applications are responsible for most data transfer to this
layer, 71.95%. On the other hand, Earth science and materials science
applications have a high CBB read but low write usage. Although
not visible, engineering, nuclear energy, and mathematics are the
domains with the lowest nonzero use.
We conclude that, for both systems, the users of the in-system
layer are distributed in a wide range of science domains, with no
noticeable patterns or motivations for their use of this layer. We
leave further study of this distribution as our future work.
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Figure 5: Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for read
(left) and write (right) requests on Summit and Cori’s insystem layer and the parallel file system. The analysis is
similar to Figure 4 but only for large jobs (i.e., number of
processes > 1, 024).

Summit
Cori

SCNL/CBB

SCNL/CBB + PFS

PFS

0

3.42K

241.5K

103.46K

35.9K

579.91K

Table 5: Number of jobs on Summit and Cori that access files
exclusively on PFS, SCNL/CBB, or both.
Recommendation 2 . Across storage systems and for both read
and write, HPC I/O workloads are dominated by small data transfers
at the file level and small I/O requests at the process level. Optimization techniques such as data aggregation and adaptation at the
application level (e.g., at MPI-IO) could be useful in such scenarios
to achieve better performance. Despite those techniques being available for quite some time, however, we still see a widespread use of
small I/O requests. Thus, we recommend strategies to perform the
aggregation seamlessly at the middleware level without imposing
the task on end users.

Recommendation 3 . Despite the low usage of the in-system
layers of both target systems, the majority of the files on PFSes can
be staged to use SCNL and CBB, suggesting the great need for more
convenient data-staging tools that can move data between the two
layers with less involvement from the end users.

3.2.2 Usage of Storage System Layers. Seeking opportunities to
improve the usage of the two in-system layers from the target
systems and, accordingly, achieve higher I/O throughput for HPC
users, we look into the current use of those layers.
Table 5 reports the jobs on Summit and Cori that access files
exclusively on PFS, SCNL/CBB, or both. The results show that
14.38% of the Cori jobs manage files on CBB exclusively, whereas
the Summit jobs rarely make such exclusive accesses on SCNL.
This difference reflects the diverse design choices on the software
technologies of CBB and SCNL (discussed in §2.1). In particular,
DataWarp on CBB manages data staging on directories and files
between CBB and PFS before a job starts and after it exits, allowing
end users seamlessly to access files that reside on CBB. Instead, UnifyFS and Spectral on Summit provide similar file system functions
between SCNL and PFS at application runtime, leaving a minimal
number of exclusive file accesses to SCNL (e.g., temporary files
generated at application runtime) during job executions.
We also categorize file data transfers on SCNL/CBB and PFSes
based on the I/O operations: read-only, read-write, and write-only.
Figures 6a and 6b report the results. When we focus on the files on
PFSes, we surprisingly find that 95.7% (Summit) and 90.1% (Cori) of
the files are either read-only or write-only. This result indicates that
although the read-only and write-only files can directly benefit from
the data-staging techniques in DataWarp, UnifyFS, and Spectral,
the overwhelming majority of these files have not yet harnessed

3.3

User Behaviors of I/O Middleware

This section covers the user behaviors in using the HPC I/O middleware stack. We start from understanding the usage and access
patterns of POSIX, MPI-IO, and STDIO interfaces on the separate
storage system layers of Summit and Cori.
3.3.1 I/O Access Patterns. Table 6 presents the total number of files
using the three I/O interfaces on the separate storage system layers.
First, we confirm that POSIX is still the most popular I/O API in
HPC with an overall 50.2% and 51.2% of the files on Summit and
Cori being managed by it. Second, we find that MPI-IO is not favored, especially on Summit. We observe that only ≈10% of the
files on Summit are managed by MPI-IO. Third, we surprisingly
find that the use of STDIO is growing rapidly on both of the target
systems, with an overall 39.8% (Summit) and 14.2% (Cori) of the
files managed by STDIO. When looking further into the usage of
I/O interfaces on separate storage system layers, even more surprisingly we observe on SCNL of Summit that the use of STDIO is
even dominant, with 4.37× the use of POSIX and over 200× the use
of MPI-IO, respectively. For the two storage system layers of Cori,
although the combined use of POSIX and MPI-IO is still dominant
on both of the I/O layers, the use of STDIO is noticeable: 14.6%
of the files on the PFS of Cori is managed by it. These numbers
suggest the increasing use of STDIO in HPC as a new trend.
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Figure 6: Classification of files in Summit and Cori using both POSIX and STDIO interfaces based on their usage of in-system
storage or parallel file system.
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Unfortunately, the detailed process-level information of STDIO
(e.g., the operations such as fread/fwrite, the start/end timestamps of the operations) are currently not instrumented by Darshan, leaving us with limited knowledge on the low-level use of
STDIO. Moreover, relative to the in-system layers built with SSD
devices (e.g., NVMe) that present the unique write amplification
issue [5], the characterizations of data requests at the process level
are critical for these SSD-built layers because the performance and
lifespan of such layers can be reduced significantly by random
writes and frequent rewrite (dynamic data). Undoubtedly, careful
management and optimization at the application and/or file system
software levels can significantly alleviate write amplification on
the in-system layer. However, it demands an in-depth understanding of the STDIO usage for the I/O behaviors at the process level
(e.g., sequential/random writes, data compression, static/dynamic
data) and the optimization techniques (e.g., separating static and dynamic data, reducing small and random writes, caching for rewrites)
adopted by HPC users, I/O middleware libraries, or PFS software.
In adition to analyzing the use of STDIO, we shed some light on
the data transfer size on the separate I/O interfaces across storage
system layers, using the results collected from Summit as an example. Figure 9 presents the CDFs of file data transfer with different
I/O interfaces on Summit. In summary, we confirm that following
the trends on file data transfer in HPC presented in Figure 3, the
file data transfer managed by STDIO is also dominated by small
reads and writes for both the target platforms. In particular, on
Summit and Cori, more than 98.7% (SCNL) and 100% (PFS) of the
file data transfer for reads are <1 GB, and more than 82.4% (SCNL)
and 97.6% (PFS) of the file data transfer for writes are <1 GB. As the
analysis on Summit confirms, for STDIO-managed files, small reads
and writes dominate both the in-system layer and PFS. We expect
a similar report from Cori or other supercomputer I/O subsystems.

Table 6: Files using the STDIO, MPI-IO, and POSIX I/O interfaces. For the MPI-IO usage on the SCNL layer on Summit,
we observe only 6 outstanding files using MPI-IO.
To obtain a better understanding of the use of STDIO, we look
into the STDIO-managed files the same way we did for the usage
analysis on PFSes (discussed in §3.2.2): we categorize the STDIOmanaged files based on the I/O operations on read-only, read-write,
and write-only. Figure 8 summarizes the total file data transfer using
only STDIO on the separate storage system layers in the target
two systems. Compared with the statistics of the file data transfer
using both POSIX and STDIO presented in Figures 6a and 6b, we
surprisingly find that on both Summit and Cori the files managed
by STDIO show much higher usage on the in-system layers than
the overall statistics. In particular, on Summit the STDIO-managed
files on SCNL show dominance for all of the I/O operations, with
2.66× (read-only), 13.2× (read-write), and 4.8× (write-only) more
use than on PFS. On Cori, although less than half of the files on
SCNL are managed by STDIO, the ratio of STDIO over POSIX on
CBB is 4.2× (read-only), 23.6× (read-write), and 4.39× (write-only)
the ratio on PFS, suggesting that the STDIO users on Cori utilize
the in-system layer much more frequently than they do on PFS. We
conclude that for the STDIO users on both systems, the use and
popularity of the in-system storage systems are noticeably high.
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(5.43PB) and reads (12.57PB). On Summit, over 175K jobs have used
the STDIO library to read or write data, representing over 62% of the
jobs recorded by Darshan. Like Cori, Summit also has widespread
use of STDIO across many scientific domains. In Figure 10a, we
depict those domains that have a significant STDIO usage of >1 TB.
Moreover, we look into the file extensions characterized by Darshan. Although end users may change their file extensions in arbitrary ways, these extensions still give us a hint about files and
data managed by STDIO. For example, in Cori we find that ≈ 70%
of the STDIO-managed files present the extensions as .rst, .dat,
.vol, indicating that the files are highly likely human-readable logs
(.rst) and visualization data (.dat, .vol).
We conclude that on both systems, a wide range of domains
actively uses STDIO, which is highly likely for managing logs
and visualization data. In contrast to the initial observation on
the use of STDIO [13], we see increased usage across more domains.
Although the file-extension analysis gives us some insights, the
domain-related analysis does not provide much more information
about STDIO users. To further explain the growing and widespread
use of STDIO, the system-level information about application runtime and their executables (e.g., the programming language used
on data transfer, the modules loaded at application runtime) should
be included for a more comprehensible study. We leave this study
as our future work.
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Figure 9: Overview of Summit file operations: cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs) for POSIX, MPI-IO, and STDIO
for file read and write.
Recommendation 4 . For both systems, the usage of STDIO on
the in-system storage layer is surprisingly high, suggesting that
HPC users have been shifting from the dominant use of POSIX and
MPI-IO to the heavy use of STDIO, especially on the SSD-built insystem layer. Considering a lack of instrumentation on the detailed
process-level counters of STDIO and the unique write amplification issue of flash memory and SSDs used in the in-system layer
and its high STDIO usage, we recommend that the counters of
the process-level (e.g., operations on fread/fwrite, I/O request
sizes and timestamps) and SSD-oriented I/O characterizations (e.g.,
rewrite, static/dynamic data) should be considered in I/O monitoring tools such as Darshan. Furthermore, we recommend that
I/O optimization techniques (e.g., separating static/dynamic data,
caching rewrites) should be supported in I/O middleware libraries.

Recommendation 5 . The STDIO users are distributed across a
wide range of science domains in both systems, suggesting that
diverse areas embrace HPC jobs. Accordingly, application runtime
details and metrics should be considered to comprehend the motivations for using STDIO.

3.3.2 Insights on STDIO Usage. Seeking to complement the discussions on the access patterns that employ STDIO to access the data,
we also sought to understand its usage among running applications
by categorizing them based on their science domains. The workload
manager on Summit records the domain information of jobs in their
scheduling logs, but Slurm on Cori does not record this information. Thus, we collected the science domain information from the
NERSC NEWT API [16] for the projects that have submitted jobs
in 2019 and combined it with our dataset. On Cori, each project is
associated with only one science domain.
Figures 10a and 10b show the total transfer size of files accessed
via the STDIO interface, grouped by science domain. From 287, 164
jobs reported by Darshan to have used STDIO operations, 258, 510
have a science domain associated with their project, that is, a 90.02%
coverage. It becomes clear that multiple domains are using STDIO
operations in their applications, adding up to 18.76PB of transferred
data (5.94 TB written and 12.82 TB read). When we observe the
combined usage per domain, as illustrated by Figure 10b, we can
see that physics applications have the most intensive STDIO writes

3.4

Performance Analysis

In this section we explore the performance of separate storage
system layers when using different I/O interfaces. Similar to the
preceding sections, we focus on the performance analysis of POSIX
and STDIO (explained in §3.1). Moreover, since Darshan does not
instrument process-level I/O request statistics for STDIO, to make
a fair comparison between I/O interfaces, we limit our analysis
to the performance of file data transfers. To conduct an accurate
performance study, we further focus on the data transfer of singleshared files, where all processes participate in file read or write
operations. Darshan records these file accesses as a single entry
(recorded with rank -1). This restriction enables us to take into
account concurrent accesses correctly. Otherwise, when a subset
of the processes read/write a file, the accesses of each one will be
recorded as a different entry (the first and last access only), leaving
the synchronization in the process subset uncertain since we do not
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Figure 10: Total transfer size for jobs with STDIO operations grouped by science domain as defined by OLCF and NERSC.
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Figure 11: Read and write performance on Summit for files using the POSIX and STDIO I/O interfaces across PFS and in-system
storage layer (SCNL). Observations are grouped in bins of total data transfer size.
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Figure 12: Read and write performance on Cori for files using the POSIX and STDIO I/O interfaces across PFS and in-system
storage layer (CBB). Observations are grouped in bins of total data transfer size.
have the exact timestamp of when each operation happened. It is
worth noting that the performance numbers reported in this section
represent the I/O performance received by individual single-shared
files from individual supercomputer jobs. Considering the consistently busy supercomputers and their shared-mode I/O subsystems,
the system-wide aggregate I/O bandwidths are generally higher or
much higher than we report here.
Figures 11a and 11b show the performance measures on the I/O
layers of POSIX and STDIO in MB/s for read and write operations
to shared files, respectively. The performance for the POSIX layer,

in general, is better than for the STDIO layer. I/O read operations
have a more significant performance difference than the writes.
Moreover, the SCNL layer has a higher performance contrast. The
I/O performance of the POSIX layer for files in the range of 100
GB to 1 TB transfer size is about 40× more than for the STDIO
layer. Similarly, for smaller files, those less than 100 GB, the I/O
performance of the POSIX layer is 3× higher. On the SCNL layer,
the median read I/O performance for files between 100 MB and
1 GB is 5× better on the POSIX layer, which increases to 8× for
the files in the range of 10 GB to 100 GB. The I/O performance for
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write operations in Figure 11b for the POSIX layer for files between
100 MB and 1 GB is 1.6× larger than those using STDIO. For files
of other data transfer sizes, the performance is comparable. On
the other hand, for the SCNL layer, the write I/O performance for
STDIO is 1.5× more than POSIX for files in the range of 100 MB
to 1 GB. Since some of the boxplots are missing because of the
absence of files in that size range, we could not compare the write
operations across some data transfer bins. Nevertheless, the plots
in Figures 11a and 11b exhibit the general trend in I/O performance
behavior of the POSIX and STDIO layers on Summit.
We observe similar behavior for Cori. In Figures 12a and 12b,
we summarize the read and write I/O performance (in MB/s) for
the shared files using POSIX and STDIO interfaces in Cori. We
depict the results grouped by the total data transfer size for a given
operation. Despite the natural variability, if we consider the median
performance, 1 GB data transfer sizes in POSIX are 6.78× faster
than STDIO. A similar trend can be seen with 10 GB transfer sizes,
where the median speedup is 2.9×.
Moreover, for write requests, we observed that POSIX achieved
higher performance, 3.67× for 100 MB files and 2.02× for 1 GB files
(with a maximum of 8.47×) than STDIO achieved on the PFS. When
considering the files written to the CBB using POSIX, larger data
transfer sizes gained more performance. In summary, we observed
low performance for applications that used the STDIO interface
when compared with POSIX, for both Summit and Cori. Furthermore, in both systems, there were no large data transfers to shared
files using STDIO except for 5 files on Summit , shown in Figure 11b
for a size range greater than 1 TB (1 TB+).

good I/O performance. Patel et al. [20] study Darshan logs on Cori
to identify reuse patterns of files in workflows. Costa et al. [3] leverage Darshan logs to identify similarities across jobs from the same
application and detect potential I/O performance variability.
Other efforts, such as [10], [22], and [19], use server-side log analytics to investigate performance and study system-side file access
characteristics. Liu et al. [10] build AID, which mines applicationspecific I/O patterns from existing supercomputer server-side I/O
traffic logs and batch job history jobs. AID also makes suggestions
for I/O-aware scheduling and observations about the predictable
nature of HPC I/O patterns. Patel et al. [19] draw insights into the
temporal, spatial, and correlative behaviors of HPC I/O by analyzing server-side I/O logs. They observe that read I/O dominates the
data transfer size on the file systems while write I/O is generally
bursty. Shantharam et al. [22] analyze statistics from the Lustre file
system server-level collected over three years. They demonstrate a
shift from write-intensive to read-heavy workloads with the prevalence of machine learning and point out how metadata servers are
unbalanced, leading to reduced I/O performance.
Lim et al. [9] use daily file system metadata snapshots collected
over 500 days to study the behavioral trends of 1,362 active users
and 380 projects across 35 science domains. This is one of the
first papers that use metadata analysis to provide application and
system-level insights. The study shows the metadata overhead and
the bursty I/O behavior of applications, along with a snapshot of
file access behavior. Wang et al. [28] use both Lustre file system
statistics and application-level profiling data to analyze the stripe
pattern disconnect between system design and actual user/application behavior, which suggests the importance of features such
as progressive file layout in Lustre. These two efforts use both
application-level and system-level I/O logs to gauge the application
and system-level I/O access patterns.
Other research efforts that analyze application, system-level file
access patterns, and performance depend on both application-level
and system-level logs. Kim et al. [7] collect multiple system logs
and integrate those with Darshan logs to use various combinations
of regression algorithms to predict the I/O performance of HPC
applications. TOKIO [11] uses I/O performance probes in the form
of sampled data from four I/O benchmark runs along with the
Darshan and LMT logs from the Cori system to provide insights
into the performance variation on production systems and motivate
the need for online analysis.
Our work in this paper is the first analytical study that uses
application-level Darshan logs to provide insights on the usage of
different layers in multilayer I/O subsystems. Our work also shows
the variability in the I/O usage patterns of two supercomputers
with different parallel file systems and in-system storage layers.

Recommendation 6 . In contrast to the POSIX performance, although obtaining higher I/O bandwidth on a few transfer sizes,
STDIO consistently delivers lower performance across storage system layers and platforms. Given the limited STDIO metrics in Darshan logs, we emphasize that a better understanding of the users’
needs and behaviors on STDIO is critical to explore performanceimprovement opportunities in higher-level I/O libraries.

4

RELATED WORK

Many studies have analyzed and characterized the I/O behaviors of
HPC applications and systems. We can group existing efforts based
on the I/O logs used to characterize and their objectives. There are
three kinds of I/O logs: application-level logs (e.g., Darshan [2]);
filesystem-level logs (e.g., Lustre monitoring tool logs [14]); and data
sampled from running benchmarks (e.g., IOR [21]). The analysis of
such logs can, in turn, be used to study either application-level or
system-level I/O access patterns, analyze or tune I/O performance,
or study the multilayer I/O usage.
Application-level logs collected by Darshan [2] have been used
in several studies to analyze and characterize the I/O behaviors
of applications and gauge their performance. Isakov et al. [6] use
89,884 Darshan logs from the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) to build a clustering hierarchy of HPC jobs and a
dashboard allowing a system owner or developer to gain insight
into these clusters. Luu et al. [13] use Darshan I/O logs to provide
a broad view of I/O behaviors on three previous-generation HPC
platforms – Intrepid, Mira, and Edison. They find gaps in the adoption of best practices by scientific application developers to achieve

5

CONCLUSIONS

To gain an in-depth understanding of the utilization and I/O workload trends of multilayer supercomputer I/O subsystems, this paper
analyzed two sets of year-long application-level I/O logs collected
on Summit and Cori. In particular, we studied I/O access patterns,
user behaviors, usage and end-to-end performance of storage layers,
and the different I/O interfaces (e.g., MPI-IO, POSIX, and STDIO). To
the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first in-depth analysis
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Unbalanced use of storage system layers. We observed that
HPC users heavily use the capacity layer PFSes on both Summit and
Cori, although their in-system fast storage layers offer much higher
performance. We observed that the majority of file data transfers
to/from the PFSes can be staged to use the in-system layer. The
under-utilization of the high-performance in-system storage and
the potential for data staging between storage layers show the
critical need for tools and software infrastructures that provide
convenient and transparent data staging for HPC users.
Increasing use of STDIO in HPC applications. We observed
that the use of STDIO is surprisingly high on both Summit and Cori.
Furthermore, the STDIO-managed files also show much higher usage of the in-system layers than the other two I/O interfaces. Both
these observations suggest new trends in user behaviors when using the I/O interfaces. Relative to the unique write amplification
issue in the SSD-based in-system layer, we suggest that Darshan
or other I/O monitoring tools add process-level counters (e.g., sequential/random access patterns) and SSD-oriented counters (data
compression, static/dynamic data) for a better understanding on the
optimization opportunities. We further suggest that I/O middleware
libraries (e.g., HDF5) or in-system layer software (e.g., DataWarp)
add features (e.g., separating static and dynamic data, reducing small
and random writes, caching for rewrites) to enable SSD-oriented
performance optimization.
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